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WE'LL NOT GIVE UP THE BIBLE
"We'll not give up the Bible,
God's holy book of truth;
The blessed staff of hoary age,
The guide of early youth;
The sun that sheds a glorious light
O'er every-dreary road;
The voice that speaks a Saviour's love
And calls us home to God.
"We'll not give up the Bible,
For pleasure or for pain;
We'll buy the truth, and sell it not,
For all that we might gain.
Though man should try to take our prize
By guile, or cruel might,
We'll suffer all that man can do
And, God defend the right.
"We'll not give up the Bible,
But spread it far and wide,
Until its saving voice be heard
Beyond the rolling tide;
Till all shall know its gracious power,
And with one voice and heart,
Resolve that from God's sacred Word
We'll never never part."—Selected.
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"I BESEECH YOU THEREFORE BRETHREN'
Pastor C. H. Brunner tells the following story which
illustrates the spirit of a fully sanctified Christian in the
matter of retaliation for some real or fancied wrong. He
says:
"Stephen Merritt of New York used to relate one of
his experiences with the men of the down-town section of
that great city. He often had a meal prepared for them
after having preached Jesus to them. On one of these occasions, after the boys had finished eating, he went to
get his silk hat, (he was an undertaker and all undertakers
wore silk hats in those days) which he had placed on a
table near by. To his amazement it was about half filled
with scraps of meat and crumbs of bread. The brim was
all covered with grease and they had also poured some
coffee into it.
"Stephen Merritt said to himself, 'I will drive them
out with a broomstick.' 'No,' he thought, 'I will have
them arrested.' As he was making for the door, the Lord
spoke to him, and said, 'Love beareth all things.'
"He took the hat, emptied the contents into the street,
and wiped off the grease from the brim as best he could.
As he put the hat on his head the coffee ran down his
cheeks. He turned around and said, 'The Lord bless you,
boys! I was so forgetful not to bring a box along for
you to put your scraps in, and you were so mannerly not
to put them on the floor. Come down tomorrow night and
we will have a better time than we have had tonight.'
"He started for home in his carriage, but the whole
crowd followed him. One man caught the horse by the
bridle and stopped it. Mr. Merritt opened the door of his
coach, and the ring-leader stepped up, and said, 'I want
you to forgive me; I was one of the men who played that
mean trick on you.' Then another and another confessed;
but Stephen Merritt answered, 'Come down tomorrow
night, boys, and we will have a good time.'
"The next night Brother Merritt preached from John
3:16, and when he gave the invitation forty of those hardhearted men bowed at the altar and prayed through to
victory. 'Love never faileth.' "
Paul was not above the prayerful and forgiving attitude toward the whole church to which he ministered.
Surely if any man had a right to thunder the terrors of
the law and to demand apostolic obedience, that right was
his. He was the spiritual father of nearly all those
churches to which he addressed his epistles. But for
him. they would never have existed. But for him their
members might never even have had the opportunity of
salvation and "an inheritance among them that are sanctified." Yet when he came to speak to them of full salvation he adopted the attitude of appeal rather than to
dictation.
Too often the modern exponents of a second work of
grace have attempted to drive rather than to, draw their
hearts into seeking the experience. Splits, factions, "persecutions" not for righteousness' sake, the manifestations
of unholy tempers, and exhibitions of carnality that have
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LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Wainfleet and Howick
Nottawa

October 4 and 5
October 11 and 12

Pennsylvania
Mt. Pleasant, Rapho Dist., Lane. Co., Pa
Saturday, Oct. 4
Manheim
Saturday, November 15
Ringgold District Pa.
October 11, 12
Ohio
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, O
October 4-5
Pleasant Hill, 0
October 11-12
A cordial invitation is extended to all who can to attend.
HARVEST MEETINGS
Woodbury, Bedford County, Pa. October 11 and 12. Services
on Saturday a t 9:30 A. M. and at 6:00 P. M. Ai hearty invitation
extended to all.
NOTICE
We extend to every reader, a most cordial invitation to attend
the Love Feast t o be held a t Fairview church, near Dayton, Ohio,
on the last Saturday and Sunday of October 25, and 26. Plan to
come to Southern Ohio at this date and enjoy a feast a t the
Lord's table with us.
COMMUNION SERVICES
Pennsylvania
North Franklin District
October 11, 6:30 P. M.
Air Hill
October 25, 6:30 P. M.
Fairlong Church, Cleona
November 1
Conoy Church, Lancaster Co. 5:00 P. M
Saturday, October 4
Cross Roads, Donegal Dist., Lane. Co Saturady evening Oct. 25
LOVE FEASTS
The Love Feasts here in Michigan are Mooretown, October
11 and 12; Merrill, October 18 and 19; Carland, October 25 and 26.
We would be pleased to have the brethren and sisters come and
enjoy these services with us so we give you all a cordial
invitation to come.

WHAT PREACHERS DO FOR US.
"Show me a place where there isn't any meetinghouses and where preachers are never seen, and I'll show you
a place where old hats are stuffed into broken winders,
where the children air dirty and ragged, where gates have
no hinges, where wimmen air shipshod, and where maps
of the devil's wild land air painted upon men's shirtbosoms with tobacco juice! That's what I'll show you.
Let us consider what the preachers do for us before we
aboose 'em."~Artemus Ward, 1834-1867.
amused rather than convicted the world, have sometimes
resulted.
A great German defined the difference between
Christianity and Socialism in a very clever epigram.
"Socialism says, 'What is thine is mine;' Chrstianity
says, 'What is mine is thine.' " But Christianity goes still
further, says R. W. Dale, and declares that both what is
mine and what is thine is really God's and must be used
according to the Divine direction.—SeL
|
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FREEDOM
What word gives greater delight, satisfaction and
comfort. The state of being free; exempt from the power
and control of another; liberty; independence. How we
long for such a state and condition. The restrictions of
our parents and teachers is irksome and grevious; if we
could only do as we please how happy we would be. It is
not without scriptural ground as in Judges 17:6 and 31:
25 it states that "In those days there was no king in Israel; every man did that which was right in his own
eyes."
As we study Jewish history we find that instead of it
being a time of blessing and prosperity it was a time of
darkness.
In respect to the order and place of worship God
commanded Israel not to do that which was right in their
own eyes, but were to implicity obey His commands and
orders. Duet. 12:8.
It appears that stubbornness and self will is a general and prevailing condition in the unregenerated heart
and mind. Authority is disdained and irreverenced. The
individual wants freedom to do as he pleases without
restraint. Children run away from home in order to
have freedom, they play truant from school or anything
to get away from regular or assigned duty. The freedom so attained does not bring real happiness but like
the mirage in the desert is illusive and never affords real
peace and rest.
Is there not then a place or state that provides real
freedom; yes, praise God there is, for "if the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed." Sin of
any form tends to bondage and enslavement hence only
those who apply the only remedy for sin can hope to have
the1 freedom that brings the highest degree of happiness,
namely blessedness. "The blessing of the Lord it maketh rich and He addeth no sorrow with it." The unregenerate cannot comprehend this truth as freedom is associated with the gratification of desires and they know
that their present desires run counter to the path and
walk of the Christian. Hence, for them to walk and live
as Christians are enjoined to do would be torture and
bondage.
Thanks for the change brought about by regeneration and we then "delight in the law of God after the
inward man" and we learn that "His yoke is easy and His
burden is Light." We take pleasure in pleasing Him who
has given us real freedom.
We as finite and created beings are necessarily subject to authority. God alone in His sovereignty and omnipotence has the ability to exercise absolute freedom, but
even His plans are sometimes frustrated and consequently
changed. He purposes the best for man but since He in
His infinite wisdom has given man freedom is choice and
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will, man frequently thwarts the best for himself. Oh,
that all of us could learn the lesson of unqualified, humble obedience to the will of God. Man in his arrogance
presumes a professed freedom in doing as he pleases when
in reality he is pleasing the devil rather than God. "Everybody a sovereign" sounds fine in the political realm,
but in the spiritual realm it can go no farther than a
limited partnership. Who then is our partner ? God or
Anti-God. The delusiveness of man being an end in himself is a delusion born of the evil one. We came from God
and to Him we will return and there give an account of
the deeds done while in the body.
Christ appeared on the earth to do the will of the
Father and learned obedience through suffering. His enjoyment in His present functioning as our intercessor is
and will be realized as we accept Him as, our all in all,
our Lord and sovereign, our elder brother, our constant
companion now and forever.
"If the Son therefore shall make you free ye shall be
free indeed." Are we enjoying real freedom?
Paul was a prisoner of Christ (Eph. 3:1; 4:1) but
withal he enjoyed liberty (Gal. 5:1) and entertained the
glorious hope of attaining unto the blissful life in heaven
and wearing a crown of righteousness. Crowns are worn
by sovereigns, but to wear this crown it needs be that we
prove our worthiness by obedience to Him and at times
suffering for His cause. On the other hand our feigned
freedom in sin will bring to us the bondage and torture
of an eternal hell. Which will we choose?
ENOS H. HESS.
RULES FOR KILLING A CHURCH
We do not presume that anyone is trying to do such
a thing, but if so, you will find that it will not take all
of these rules to do it:
1. Don't come. Psa. 42:4; 96:8; 100:4.
2. If you do come, come late. Psa. 84:10.
3. If too wet or too dry, too hot or too cold, don't
think of coming. Psa. 122:1.
4. Don't imagine the front seats are for you. People
might think you conceited.
5. Come bound to find fault. Psa. 100:4, 5.
6. Don't ever think of praying for your pastor or
the church. Eph. 6:18, 19; II Thess. 3:1.
7. Don't sing. Psa. 95:1, 2; I Cor. 14:15.
8. Don't attend week day services. Acts 3 : 1 ; 2:1.
9. -Don't encourage the pastor, but tell his faults to
others. Gal. 6:1. If his sermon helps you, don't let> him
know, it might make him vain.
10. If you see a stranger in the audience don't offer
to shake hands or ask him to come again; people might
think you bold. Heb. 13:2.
11. Never try to bring anyone to church with you
John 1:41, 45; 12:20, 21.
12. Don't give to missions. Matt. 28:19, 20.
13. Don't give much to benevolence. I Cor. 16:2.
(Concluded on page 6.)
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SONGS IN THE NIGHT.
By W. R. Smith

"The day has gone and the darkness,
Falls from the wing of night."
It is the mid-hour of the summer's night. The gloaming shadows lay dark across the land shutting out from
view all earthly objects. The rush and roar of the busy
day world, has died away, like a wave along the shore.
I am alone except for the Spiritual companionship of
Jesus, in quiet thought and meditation. Out in the yard
among the grass, I hear the monotonous chirping song of
crickets. I wonder what they are saying in their own
language? It must be delightful music to them, for all
night long their sharp voices are never silent. How happy
they must be in their little short life among the flowers,
singing thru the gloom some song of cheer, hope or peace,
that may touch some human heart, and brighten its future pathway.
In a near tree top a mocking bird is warbling forth a
cheerful song of love, as ifs the day was not long enough
for joy and praise, and so sweet and beautiful that the
angels must have sent the tune down from heaven.
In the infinite regions of the vast upper deep, the
softly glowing stars, the bright jewels of the skies, are
sparkling in all their Celestial beauty and glory, as they
silently wend their ceaseless courses thru the long ages.
Forever singing as they shine, of the power and glory of
the divine One who created them.
As I sit pondering on the mighty Voice of Nature in
song and back to nature's God, some belated traveler is
passing along singing the first verse of an old song: "The
Star of Bethlehem."
"When marshaled on the nightly plain
The glittering hosts bestud the sky,
But one alone of all the train,
Can fix the sinners wandering eye."
How the words of that blessed old song thrilled my
soul with joy^ as I listened to the passing singer, and
realized that there was a "Sun-Star" in Jesus, of resplendent beauty and ineffable glory, that would never set, but
shine on forever with increasing splendor thru all of the
beautiful ages of eternity.
And as I apply these thoughts to our present life experience. I note that some of the sweetest songs that have
cheered and inspired the hearts of Christians in the past
ages, have been sung by some of God's faithful heroes,
when in the deep, dark night of some great trouble and
afflictions. What songs of hope, triumph and victory they
have proved to those who came after them. How they
have elevated, sustained and strengthend the hearts of
countless millions in the lonely prison cell, on stormy seas,
beneath winter skies and under the burning sun of the
tropic lands.
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Clouds and storms overshadowed them while waves of
persecution dashed around their frail barques, threatening to engulf them in disaster and ruin, but they looked
beyond these fleeting scenes of earth to the fadeless
glories that awaited them in their Father's house, and
His peace filled them with new courage and songs of
praise. God's presence with them has been the joyous
theme of their songs, and while singing and trusting
their gloom and shadows have departed, and the glorious
light of the blessed sun of righteousness has shone into
their hearts, cheering them onward and upward in the
work and journey of life.
The captive Jews of old, as they reclined along the
banks of Babylon's rivers, wept as they remembered the
present desolation of Zion, and all song and joy took its
flight from their sad aching hearts while they hung their
now silent harps on the willows along the stream. Saying how can we sing the songs of Zion in this far country, for our hearts are back in the homeland, and we
mourn over its fallen glories. Thus the Jews of old
reasoned. But they should have remembered that God
was still with them, and had not forgotten them in their
exile, and that great good was to come out of their sorrow, if they were only obedient to the divine will.
It is not the purpose of the all-loving Father, that
the sorrows and trails that come to us here in this life
should silence our songs of joy and praise, for even these
He can make work out for our present and eternal good,
if we continue to love and trust Him who doeth all things
well. In the midnight hours of life when seemingly everything about us is giving way to gloom, defeat and ruin,
there is still some song of hope and cheer left that the
heavenly Father would give and have us sing.
Job, the old Arabian prince and sheik, could still say
in his darkest hour of life—"though He slay me, yet will
I trust Him." So whatever is gone, there is always something left, for which to praise and trust God for that one
may be joyful in Him, so that "Jacob shall rejoice and
Israel shall he glad."
All thru the night life in this vale of years, the
Christian should let their songs abound, for they are
"marching through Immanuels land to fairer worlds on
high," where all sorrows will be past, and all tears forever wiped away. God is the One and only source of all
hope, peace and happiness and the joy of His Spirit
presence with us should fill our hearts and tune them to
sing His praises for all of His divine mercies to us on
the homeward journey. A vision of Calvary should cause
every soul to rejoice and sing aloud the high praise of
God for His redeeming love, whatever earthly conditions
may be. Any service for Jesus is blessed however small
it may appear, and if He gives me a song in my night life
of afflictions; I want grace enough to sing it for His glory,
knowing that a bright and cloudless morning, free from
all pain and suffering is on its way to me.
Night was a special time for song in my log cabin
home in the pioneer days of long ago. How the cares,
burdens, trials and sorrows of the day were lost sight of
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as father and mother sung the old songs of Zion, about
HAVE YE RECEIVED THE HOLY GHOST SINCE
Jesus and heaven. There was an uplifting power in them
YE BELIEVED?
that brought cheer, hope and joy to the soul. Which gave
renewed strength for the battles of life. Another upliftDear readers of the Visitor, this is a question of
ing thought on this theme is that songs in our nights of great importance, for every child of God needs the Holy
troubles and afflictions prevent satan, our soul's enemy, Ghost in order to live a life that is pleasing to the Lord.
from sending a fiery dart of evil into the heart, as he
Our Saviour said, "It is expedient for you that I go
has little use for a singing pilgrim, who has on the whole away: for if I go not away the Comforter will not come
armor of faith, so he cannot get a shot at 'the citadel of unto you; but if I depart, I will send him unto you. Howlife. Amid all the world-wide tumult, strife and confus- beit when he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide
ion of the present day, there is a sweet song ever ring- you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but
ing in my soul, that very soon Jesus the "Blessed Hope" whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak: and he
of the world will he here to change this night life to an will shew you things to come. He shall glorify me: for
endless day. When all we have hoped for will be fully he shall receive mine, and shall shew it unto you."
realized in glad fruition and faith give place to sight,
Ere the Saviour was carried up into heaven He told
and prayer to praise.
Pryor, Okla.
His disciples, "'Behold I send the promise of my Father upon you: but tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be
endued with power from on high." These words were
POWASSAN, ONT.
spoken to the Saviour's own followers and not to sinners,
for a sinner cannot be endued with power, for he must be
To the dear Visitor family:
saved or quickened ere that can come to pass. In Rom.
Greetings in the precious name of Jesus. I have 12:1, it reads thus, I beseech you therefore brethren, by
been inspired to write a few lines to the Visitor family. the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living
God has provided for our needs and is providing and will sacrifice, holy acceptable unto God, which is your reasonprovide, if we only trust Him fully, put our whole trust in able service. We must be made alive before we can present our bodies a living sacrifice. Ye shall receive1 power
Him; God giveth and God taketh, as He seeth fit.
after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you.
The Twenty-third Psalm has been impressed upon
The Saviour sent his twelve disciples out to preach
me. The key phrase of this Psalm is: I shall not want. and he gave them power against unclean spirits, to heal
I shall not want a shepherd for the Lord is my Shepherd. the sick, etc. Later he sent them two and two, he said
I shall not want rest for He maketh me to lie down. I behold I send you forth as lambs among wolves, he comshall not want for thirst because He leadeth me beside manded them to heal the sick, and the seventy returned
the still waters. I shall not want restoration, He re- again with joy, saying, Lord even the devils are subject
storeth my soul. I shall not want a leader since He lead- unto us through thy name, but with all this the Lord saw
eth me in the paths of righteousness for his name's sake. it needful for them to be endued with power. Note the
change in Peter's life, how steadfast he was after he
I shall not want in adversity, yea though I walk through
was empowered, he was wonderfully used in the service of
the valley of the shadow of death I will fear no evil. I the Lord, and before he wanted to be true to the Saviour,
shall not want constant companionship for Thou are with he said, I am ready to go with thee, both into prison and
me, I shall not want for comfort for Thy rod and Thy to death, but when the, test came he denied him because
staff they comfort me. I shall not want for hunger for he did not have the power to stand. When Jesus and three
Thou preparest a table before me. I shall not want an- of his disciples were on the Mount of Transfiguration, a
ointing since Thou anointest my head with oil. I shall certain man brought his son to his disciples to be cured,
not want abundance, my cup runneth over. I shall not for he was a lunatick, but they could not cure him, but
after the Holy Ghost came upon them there were many
want in this life, as Goodness and mercy shall follow me
signs and wonders wrought by their hands, and every one
all the days of my life. Neither shall I want in eternity that was sick, or was vexed with unclean spirits was
for I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever. What healed.
more can we want?
When the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were
all
with
one accord in one place, and they were all filled
If we believe in God's promises, in simple trusting
faith, not wavering, just reach out and take hold on God, with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongmake our wants and wishes known by effectual, ferverent ues, as the Spirit gave them utterance. There is a wonderprayer, our needs will be supplied as God sees fit. Keep ful change- after that the Holy Ghost is come upon us.
Notice when a sinner is gloriously saved he has a deon hoping, trusting, praying, and our every need will be
sire for others to be saved also, and when a child of God
supplied, spiritually and physically.
is filled with the Holy Ghost, he has a desire that others
Yours in His service,
will be filled also.
DONALD L. HAMILTON.
Phillip went down to the city of Samaria and preach-
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ed Christ unto them, and the people gave heed unto those
things which Phillip spake and there was great j oy in that
city, when the apostles which were at Jerusalem heard
that Samaria had received the Word of God, they sent
Peter and John unto them, who, when they were come
down prayed for them, that they might receive the Holy
Ghost, then they laid their hands on them and they received the Holy Ghost.
Cornelius was a man that prayed to God alway, his
prayers and his alms came up for a memorial before God.
He saw in a vision an angel which told him to send men
to Joppa, and call for one Simon, whose surname is Peter;
he shall tell thee what thou oughtest to do. After Peter
came unto him, and while he was speaking, the Holy
Ghost fell on all them which heard the' word.
When Paul came to Ephesus he found certain disciples and asked them, have ye received the Holy Ghost
since ye believed? They told him, we have not so much
as heard whether there be any Holy Ghost and when
Paul had laid his hands upon them, the Holy Ghost came
on them. When the deacons were to be appointed they
were to look for men full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom,
and Stephen was a man full of the Holy Ghost and of
faith.
Dear readers, have ye received the Holy Ghost since
ye believed? It is needful in these last dark days, for
"Behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross
darkness the people." The Saviour is soon coming and
what we do, we must do quickly, we need power to go
forth winning precious souls, for they are going down,
down, down, to an endless torment. Are our hands free,
or will some rise in judgment and say to us, you never
told us. Let us go forth under the power of the Holy
Ghost and win them quickly. To think of souls going
into an endless torment.
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GRANTHAM NOTES
Labor day was celebrated at the M. B. C. by some
real hard labor. Early in the day, cars began coming in
from Lancaster and Franklin counties and other adjoining districts, bringing volunteer help for cleaning the
school building and working on the campus. Nearly seventy-five people, including the Board of Trustees of the
M. B. C, took dinner in the dining-room. There our appreciation of1 the cooperation of the friends of the school
was voiced by members of the board. And again we wish
to say that the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation manifested that day calls forth from uor hearts a deep sense
of appreciation.
Tuesday, September 16, was the opening day of the
school activities of another year. Entering and registering students was the work of this day. Eighty-eight
young people were admitted. The names of the states
from which they came with the number from each state
follows: Pennsylvania, 54; Kansas, 14; Canada, 7; Ohio,
5; Illinois, 3 ; Maryland, 1; New York, 1; Indiana, 1;
Virginia, 1; and New Jersey, 1. Regular chapel exercises
were held on Wednesday morning and afterward the regular classes met throughout the day.

Wednesday evening found all of the students and
teachers and a number of residents of the community
gathered together in the chapel for the purpose of becoming acquainted. Special exercises consisting of music,
readings, and addresses gave food for deep thought. Bro.
Enos Hess, Sr. Clara Hoffman, Bro. Jesse Brechbill, Sr.
Frances Davidson, and Bro. Asa Climenhaga spoke briefly concerning the ideals and the standards that should
prevail in a Christian school. The meeting was closed
with a period of prayer for the work of this school year.
Upon
dismissal, all shook hands and became acquainted in
" 0 ! to catch a vision of the world that's lost
an
informal
way. Some thoughts given by the speakers
0 ! that men would tarry for the Holy Ghost."
follow:
Address of Welcome by Prof. E. H. Hess
In His name,
This evening I wish to welcome the community folk
ELIZABETH R. BRUBAKER, Altoona, Pa.
as well as the many new students and old in our presence
tonight.
We trust the people of the community will feel
RULES FOR KILLING A CHURCH
free
to
be
one of us during the year and that there may
(Continued from page 3.
be
no
cleavage
between school and community—just one
14. Let the pastor do all the work. Isa. 41:6, 7.
15. If he does not visit as often as you think he big circle together. The school has benefitted the community in land values and in other material ways and we
should, treat him cooly. I Thess. 5:12, 13.
trust this will be a center for good influence and. a qual16. Don't take your church paper.
ity of living that will be a credit to us all.
17. Try to run the church. Mark 10:42, 45.
We welcome especially the new students and trust
18. If you see anyone willing to take hold and help
carry on any of the church work, accuse him of being bold that the relationship between us will bespeak that boldness of relationship and friendship that should be charand forward. II Chron. 31:20, 21. Eccl. 9:10.
acteristic of Christian men and women. We may* have a
—Brethren Evangelist.
David who needs the warm friendship of a Jonathan to
Before a man or woman can offer prayer of assurance help him against some outward enemy. So let us each
he or she must have been born again, and now living a one give to the other of that which we have and sacrifice
life acceptable to God, and live so close to Him that his for the sake of our brother. We hope for a fruitful and a
or her spirit will be very responsive to the Holy Spirit. successful year in the Lord in development for that service which we hope to qualify for in future life.
—Selected-—-''
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GRANTHAM NOTES (Continued)
The Christian School by Sr. Frances Davidson
I am very glad to be among you. There is nothing
more inspiring than to see a company of young men and
young women in a Christian school preparing for life. It
is important that we have Christian schools and we
should have more of them in face of the many other
schools in the country. And in your school work let me
appeal to you to be not afraid of the low place or the hard
work. The higher the building the deeper the foundation must go so if we want to attain in life let us lay a
solid foundation. The things that are hard of us are
just the things that we need to balance our knowledge.
Let us beware of the many things that are creeping in and undermining the principles we have stood for
in times past. Let us shirk from anything that weakens
our character the least bit. Let us do our work conscientiously and thorough.
The community prayer meeting, held on Thursday evening, was well attended by residents and students. It
always does our hearts good to have the students return and give in their glowing testimonies of victory and
praise for summer blessings.
We are glad to have some new ones among our members in this district. Bro. Jesse Brechbill and family of
Detroit, Kansas, have taken up their abode at Grantham.
Bro. Brechbill is serving as preceptor and as steward.
Bro. Harry Long and family of Ramona, Kansas, have also
come to live in the school community. Sr. Long is our
matron this year. We trust that all of us in the community may be a blessing one to another.
Bro. Edward Kern of Hamlin, Kansas, has been with
us for about two weeks. He motored from the west and
brought a number of students with him. We expect to
have Bro. Kern and his family with us in a few months
as he has located a home in our community.
We are anticipating a good school year, but we know
that we can have it only as God leads and blesses. Will
you pray with us and for usi that God may get much
honor and glory from the work? Prayer-directed effort
is the only thing that counts in Christian education and
every member of the church can have an interest in the
work from this standpoint.
BEULAH COLLEGE NOTES
Through the wonderful mercy of our Heavenly Father we have again been enabled to open another school
year. As we look at the prospects for the coming year
our hearts are encouraged and we feel to praise God for
the way in which He has blessed us. On Monday, September 8, the students began to enroll and at the present writing forty-eight have enrolled, ten of whom are in
the college department. We have heard from several
others who are coming next week, and within a week
we shall have an enrollment of over fifty students. The
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following states and provinces are represented: Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma,
Ontario, and Phillipine Islands. We are glad for such a
splendid student body and we shall try by the help of
God to emphasize the necessity of living a life that is
yielded to God.
We are especially glad for our new teacher, Sister
Alma B. Cassel. We know she will be a blessing to our
school, spiritually as well as intellectually. She will teach
French and Advanced Bible.
We also appreciate the services of Sister Mary Buckwaiter who will have charge of the vocal music department.
God has wonderfully undertaken for us in the past
and we trust Him for the future.
P. J. WIEBE.
IT WILL OUT.
Inbred sin will out. It may lie quiescent for a long
time. It may deceive us as to its very existence by its
long season of quietude. Yet on occasion it will come out
and perhaps astonish us by its force and ferocity. Like
the possum the farmer heard making disturbance in his
henhouse, which pretended to be dead when the farmer
came suddenly upon him. The farmer took him to the
kitchen, fearing he was really "possuming." He made a
trial by placing him in a box and putting a piece of freshly dressed chicken near his nose. Just then a cat came
softly in, and smelling the chicken quickly jumped into
the box, but like lightning as quickly as there shot up
a cloud of fur into the air a dark streak in the midst of
it. The cat had been ejected quite summarily. The farmer hurried to the box expecting to see the possum eating
the chicken, but lo, he had gone dead again. He had the
knack of going dead as occasion seemed to demand.
So it is with inbred sin. It can get such a jolt from
prayer or devotion that it gets afraid and simulates death
until it gets us off our guard, when it can flare up and
do great harm and hurt us most disastrously, if we allow,
ourselves to be deceived by its dissimulation. There is in
inbred sin a principle of deceit which will betray us if we
are not careful to watch. Eph. 4:22.
We once heard it compared to a hawk which a man
raised from its earliest life in his. yard with his children.
It picked around the yard with the chickens as innocently
as the real chickens, and the children grew fond of the
pet. Finally as it grew toward maturity the hawk nature
developed and the chickens began to be missed. The
hawk was eating the chickens, for the man finally caught
it in the act, and he learned to his sorrow the truth.
He at once killed the hawk and the chickens were safe
from its death-dealing work. •
So there is no safety except in the death of inbred
sin. We may coddle it and pet it and persuade ourselves
that it is harmless, but beware! There is "death in the
pot." There is absolutely no safety while it lives, no
matter how nicely it may behave or how innocently it
may demean itself. Put it to death at once, if you would
be safe.—Herald of Holiness.
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Marriages

Baker of Vaughn preceeded him a few years ago. To this union
were born seven children, all of whom survive. His second wife
Jemima (Knisely) Elliott still remains to mourn his loss with the
rest of the family and relatives. He was a kind father and loving
MAINLAND-ALYEA
husband.
Funeral services were held at the Vaughn M. H. conducted by
On September 3rd, 1924, at the Brethren in Christ Mission,
Eld. D. W. Heise and other home ministers. Interment in the Cober
Chicago, occurred the marriage of Bro. Gordon V. Mainland, of
Stoufville, Ontario, and Sister Carolyn V. Alyea, of Chicago, Eld. cemetery.
Carl J. Carlson officiating. May God's richest blessings attend them.
BENNER—Esther D., wife of Bro. George Benner, residing
with his father, Milton B. Benner, at the intersection of the
On Sunday, August 31, at Bethany church, Thomas, Okla., at Souderton-Dublin and Bethlehem state roads in Hilltown townthe close of services George Alvis and Mary Petigo were united in ship, died early Thursday morning, September 18, aged 26 years,
holy matrimony in the presence of the congregation by Bish. D. R. 9 months and 26 days. Mrs. Benner was a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Leatherman, of near Lansdale. The community and
Eyster.
friends extend sympathy to the bereaved young man and her
parents and other relatives.
BRUBAKER-SMITH
Funeral services were held Sunday, September 21 a t the
house and further services and interment at the Plain Mennonite
Bro. Daniel 0 . Brubaker son of Sister Brubaker and Sister
meeting house north of Lansdale. Officiating minister Rev. J a Grace, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Norman Smith was united in holy
cob Clemmens; Rev. Jonas Mininger (Mennonite) Eld. E. C. Rosenwedlock a t the home of the officiating Bishop L. 0 . Musser. God
berger.
Text: Psa. 31:14, 15. Thou art my God. My times are in
bless there journey through life.
thy hand.
ALVIS-PETIGO

Obituaries
WINGER—Henry Winger was born at Springvale, Walpole
township, Ont., in February, 1859 and died August 11, 1924 in his
66th year at his late residence near Maple, Vaughn twp., Ont. His
death came very unexpected resulting from._angfHar pictoris or
(heart failure.)
,
Bro. Winger was converted and united with the Brethren in
Christ in 1883 and lived a consistent life until death. He was married twice, Kis first wife Nancy, daughter of the late Jonathan

BERG—Minerva Berg was born June 5, 1863 and died Sept. 5,
1924, aged 61 years and 3 months. She was married to Eld. Lewis
Berg, September 28, 1886. To this union was born eleven children, four of which preceeded her in death. There remains to
mourn her loss, her husband, two sons and five daughters, and ten
grandchildren and one sister and three brothers. She was converted thirty-two years ago and united with the Brethren in
Christ church. She remained faithful unto death. Funeral services were conducted by Elds. W. J. Myers and Ira Bookwalter
(Mennonite.)
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Reports
SILVERDALE AND SOUDERTON
A harvest home service was held at Silverdale which is now
in the past. Eld. Jacob D. Books, Cleona, Pa., was with us bringing unto us the rich word of God assisted by the home brethren
with a good attendance. Also at Souderton the harvest home
services is in the past. Bish. Henry B. Hoffer, Manheim, Pa., Bish.
Levi O. Musser, Florin, Pa., was with us. We was glad for' their
admonish which helps us in the Christian journey. We have great
reasons to praise God for the harvest which He gives us time
again and again.
I remain your brother in Christ,
OMAR G. WORMAN.
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was first pitched. This time it was placed in a grove of lovely
walnut trees hard by Sr. Cora Alvis' home.
Toward the close the meetings increased in attendance and interest. Six souls went forward for prayer. Two of these were
clearly converted—the other four, sought deeper experiences of
salvation.
j
• j j- -\
One of the regular attendants of the Sabbath School at this
place had three of his children publicly dedicated to the Lord. Eld.
Harry Kreider, assisted in turns by Bish, Eyster and Elders P. B.
Friesen and Paul Engle was faithful in declaring the whole counsel of God and while the results were hardly what we expected, yet
we hope for a greater harvest of souls at this place some time in
the future.
ANNA KRAYBILL, Cor.
REPORT OF TENT MEETINGS IN OKLA.

MEETINGS AT CONOY CHURCH
The series of meetings held at the Conoy church, Lancaster
Co., Pa., opened August 24 and closed September 7. Our Bro. Eld.
Clayton Engle of Hummelstown,. Pa., had charge of the meetings.
The attendance was very good throughout and Bro. Engle faithfully delivered the message of God's great love for sinners, and
how he yearns to save them. One soul headed the invitation and
turned to the Lord, and several others who had been indifferent
were again restored to fellowship. We believe the messages were
profitable to all and that the seed sown will yet spring up and and
bear fruit unto life eternal.
REPORT OF REVIVAL
Held at Hollowell church from August 17 to September 7. In
the name of our Creator, Savior and coming Lord.
We rejoice in Christ our Lord for the saving Gospel and for
the power thereof through the preaching of the Word of Life; as
our Bro. Eld. A. W. Climenhaga used the sword of the spirit and
stirred our pure minds by way of remembrance, also by giving
light to those who sat in darkness that they came to the knowledge of truth. There were over thirty souls made a step Godward:
and now it is for the church of Jesus Christ to rise and shine and
care for these dear, precious souls. 0 ! may we see our privilege
in the Gospel of living for others.
Sect. S. I. Myers.

REPORT OF TENT MEETINGS AT SCHOMBERG, JUNCTION.
The tent was pitched at the above place on August 14 with
Bro. Henry Hiisey and wife of Pa. Sr. Eva Hoover of Ohio and Eld.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr. as evangelist. Bro. Hostetter did not arrive till
Sept. 18, but the Lord sent us a good substitute. Eld. H. W. Landis
for the first few meetings. This was the second time for the' tent
at this place. Since last year a Sunday School has been organized,
also preaching services held in the community hall. The interest
was very good from the beginning. Bro. Hostetter gave some
soul-stirring messages from God's word. A few souls sought the
Lord for pardon and some for sanctification. Conviction was
on the people, but sorry to say so many put off their salvation for
a more convenient season.
We ask ah interest in the prayers of the saints for the work at
this place that other souls might yet be saved before it is too late.
Yours faithfully,
L. W. STECKLEY.
MEETING NEAR BRIDGEPORT, OKLA.
Immediately after the close of the Parallel meeting the tent
was taken by truck to a point about thirty-five miles south-east of
Thomas, making a trip of about fifty-five miles from the place it

The first meeting of the season was held in a beautiful grove
of trees near Parallel School House where we have been having
regular semi-monthly meetings. The general attendance was not
so large as last year (excepting on Sundays) on account of threshing season being on. Heavy rains hindered the people from getting
the threshing done before the meeting started, as they had planned
to do. However those who were interested attended in spite of the
busy season. One young man after having helped to thresh hitched
up a team and drove eight and one-half miles to the meeting. This
young man was reclaimed in last year's meeting and sanctified this
year. He professes a call to preach the Gospel and is making
preparation to fulfill his call.
The meetings lasted nearly three weeks. Four of the six
persons who came forward for prayer seemed to get clear. One
young woman was baptized.
In the beginning of the meeting the preaching was done by
our home ministers, but the last few nights Eld. Harry Kreider
from Bethel congregation (Kans.) came to our aid and earnestly
preached the Word.
REPORT OF TENT MEETING HELD AT GARLIN, KY.
We begun our meeting on Saturday night, August 23, with
Bro. Jesse Wenger and wife of Englewood, O., assisted by Sr.
Anna and Edna Hoover, also the writers sister, Sr. Ethel Hoover.
We were glad to see some Ohio folks again, and rejoiced,
that we could labor together once again. The Lord blessed our
Bro. Wenger in giving forth simple, plain, practical Bible salvation, which brought results. The community at large enjoyed his
manner of bringing the Word. This was Bro. and Sr. Wenger's
first trip to the Kentucky Mission Field. The meetings only had
gone a few nights when seekers were at the altar, for reclamation. We are glad for those who renewed their covenant with
God. It was necessary for Bro. Wenger and his party to return
home the second week of the meeting, because of home duties.
But the vacancy was filled by Bro. O. B. Ulery, Sr. Ella Schotz,
Sr. Leah Dohner and Sr. Charlette McCan. We held our communion service on Saturday night, Sept. 6, with a very large
attendance, and with splendid order. Many folks could not get
inside the tent. Though it was a solemn service, yeyt it was
impressive, and brought happiness to those who participated.
Some folks said it was the most solemn communion service they
ever saw carried out. To me, it meant much. Bro. Ulery brought
messages straight from the Word, and our hearts were made to
rejoice because of the reality we possessed in the soul. There
was some reclaimed, and one dear man sanctified. The meetings
closed on Sunday night, September 14 with a large attendance.
We did not see the results as we would enjoyed seeing, with such
conviction on many souls, but we are still praying that the seed
will bring forth a bountiful harvest. Pray for this field, also,
for their servant.
In the harvest field for souls,
W. L. REIGHARD.
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REPORT OF PHILADELPHIA MISSION
Thus the Lord has again been very gracious to us in supplying our temperal need. Verifying the promise in Philip 4:19.
My God shall supply all your needs according to His riches in
glory by Christ Jesus. We have been encouraged as the Lord
has been showering his blessing upon us filling our hearts with
joy and gladness. The services are well attended and the work
is encouraging. There are those who have joined our number
and have followed the Lord into the watery grave. May the
blessing of the Lord continue to rest and abide with all that not
only the sower may rejoice, but they that sow and they that
reap may rejoice together. We continue to solicit your prayers
for the work and workers of this place.
Financial Report for June, July and August
Mission offerings
$24.34
Individual offerings
Ada Reitz
.50
Sr. Martha Heisey
5.00
Bro. and Sr. J. A. Shirk
5.00
Sr. Mary A. Sollenberger
2.00
Souderton S. S
20.46
Eld. Abner Martin
3.00
Eld. Jacob L. Heisey
1.00
A Friend
2.00
Sr. Fannie Musser
5.00
Total
J
$68.30
Other donations by Sr. Mary Stover, Martha Landis, Maggie
Landis, Sr. Martha Bender, Bro. Simon Heisey, Eld. Abner Martin,
Sr. Katie A. Moyer and Bro. Avery Sollenberger.
Balance from May 31
.,...$110.81
$ 68.30
$179.11
Expenditures for June, July and August
Total expenses for groceries and other incidentals
$174.11
Leaving a balance in treasury Aug. 31
$5.00
Your co-worker in behalf of precious souls,
BARBARA E. HITZ, Cor.

LITTLE CHILDREN
Speak gently to the little child,
So guileless and so free,
Who with a trustful loving heart
Puts confidence in thee,
Speak not the cold and careless words
Which time has taught thee well,
Nor breathe one thought whose saddened tone
Despair might seem to tell.
If on his brow there rests a cloud
Speak loving words, and let him feel
He ihas a friend in thee;
And do not send him fromi thy side,
Till on his face shall rest
Thy joyous look and sunny smile
That mark a happy breast.
Oh, teach him this should be his aim—
To cheer the aching heart,
To strive, where thickest darkness reigns,
Some radiance to impart;
To spread a peaceful quiet calm
Where dwells the; noise of strife;
Thus doing goodi and blessing' all,
To spend the whole of life.
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To love with pure affection deep
All creaturesi great and small
And still a stronger love to bear
For Him who made them all.
Remember, 'tis no common task
That thus to thee is given,
To rear a spirit fit to be
The habitant of heaven.

F. L. S.

MY EXPERIENCE WITH CHRIST
Vern Hock
I once was a sinner profaning
And doubting the power of God
I believed that a man was just mortal
And walked in the paths others trod.
I believed that a fellow was simply
To dance and profane and be brave,
To eat and drink wine and be merry
And then end it all in the grave.
I thought that the Bible was simply
A book that was written to scare,
By simple old fellows called profits
Away in the ages back there.
Thus, while I was giving to satan
The fruit of a sinner's vile part,
I grew conscious of something a-knocking,
Yes, knocking deep down at my heart.
At night on my pillow a-dreaming
Deep down into hell I'd depart,
And when I'd awake there was something
Still knocking away at my heart.
Then I took down the old family Bible
That someone had placed on the shelf,
And I read of a hell and a devil
And how I must pray for myself.
Alas when I saw my condition
I confessed to some Christians my part,
And I eagerly knelt at the altar
While something still knocked at my heart.
How I prayed and I prayed and I pleaded,
But mightily the devil held fast
With his chains of temptations and doubting
While I cried out, Lord save me at last.
As I knelt at the feet of the Saviour
How the gates of my soul swung apart
Out stepped my tormentor, old satan,
And Jesus came into my heart.
Oh glorious is Jesus the Saviour
From him I would never depart;
He fills me with rapture and glory,
The knocking has stopped a t my heart.
Germantown, Ohio

For right is right, since God is God,
And right the day must win;
To doubt would be disloyalty,
To falter would be sin.—Selected.
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MY TESTIMONY FOR JESUS
Oh, praise Jesus, I am washed in the blood of the lamb.
Cleansed from all my unrighteousness. Praise Jesus forever and
forever. I am His and He is mine. How shall I begin this? I am
washed in the blood of the Lamb for God has given me the promise.
I have turned back so many times, but God has drawn me to
him each time and I can say, I have no desire for the things of
the world, for God has taken it all out of my heart. I want to be
a true soldier of the cross and a real worker for Him.
Dear sisters and every one that reads this, I promised God
that I would write and manifest His glorious works if He would
touch my body and heal it and cleanse my heart from all sin and
oh, I am so happy in the Lord. He has drawn me closer to him
than ever before. It was seven weeks' ago when my fourth baby
was born, when my body was weak and worn out that the devil
tormented me until I thought I would loose my mind. But praise
Jesus He is the Mighty Fortress, the One to whom we can go in the
hour of trial. Praise him forever more. God kept these beautiful
words in my heart. "Do not worry, it is sin, but pray," which I
did, but when I would pray the devil would say, you are loosing
your mind. If I would sing he would say, see you are always singing, you are loosing your mind. If I would happen to catch myself
thinking, he would say, you are going crazy, you are getting to be
a finatic, you have your mind on religion to much and that is the
way he kept it up until I was almost crazy. One day a certain party
asked me to do something, but I forgot to do it, this party said,
"are you loosing your mind?" and then the devil did his worst. He
kept saying even
said you were loosing your mind. But
thanks be to God He threw his loving arms around me and today
glory to God he has delivered me of all my sins. Isa. 43:25 is the
precious promise he gave me. I was struggling with all my heart
and God has given me the assurance that I am His and He has
forgiven me of all my sins, praise God! But before this promise
when the devil still had hold on me and kept telling me I was loosing my mind I fought it out and God took all the fear of that
terrible thing out of my heart, but he showed me that I was to
make a confession to a man and woman whom I had wronged. I
said, yes, Lord, I will do it the next time I see them. I will confess,
but when I saw them my heart failed me and I did not say anything. Oh, the agony that would go thru my mind and of course
the devil was right on hand. I prayed to God, but got no peace until I said Lord with thy help I will confess. That was on Saturday.
In the afternoon I saw them both go to town, but thot I would wait
until they came back. While they were gone I thought I will go
over to their house the next day, but God said today. They came
back after a few hours, I saw them when they were quite a ways
up the street. Then the battle was on. I prayer for help and
strength. They came closer and soon passed the house, "Oh Lord"
I prayed, "help me," and before I knew it I was calling them. I
had it all planned out what I would say, but I said Lord I will open
my mouth if thou will fill it, so I did and praise God I defeated the
devil and the burden was gone.
I prayed for God to heal my body of nervous indigestion/ and
praise be to His name I feel like a new person. I am trusting
Him to the uttermost. Then my heart was sad because I wanted to
grow deeper in Him and prayed for God to give, me a clean heart
and renew a right spirit within me. I asked God for a promise
and when I opened the precious word my eyes fell on Isaiah 43:25.
Praise Him forever. I asked for another and He gave me Isaiah
44:2, 3. I am going to live closer to Him than ever before and
by His help keep true to Him. I am so happy, my heart is free
from sin. Pray for me that I, as a mother and wife will be true
and teach my babies with wisdom and understanding.
I want to be bold in the
it is so much harder when
often, but I mean earnestly
in the things of God. Pray

Lord and be an example to others. Oh,
you backslide, which I have done so
to go thru and want to grow deeper
for me. Would be glad for a word of
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encouragement from any of the sisters and brothers as I am here
alone, but now I have Jesus.
Yours in His service,
MRS. A. FLYNN,
4601 W. 149 St.
Cleveland, Ohio.
If God writes "opportunity" on one side of open doors, He
writes "responsibility" on the other side.—J. T. Grecy.
In every heart there is a supreme place—a sort of throne. Who
sits in yours, an idol, self, or God?
The devil will not be afraid of your Bible if there is dust on it.
Self denial is more than parting with your thread-bare trousers.
Prosperity makes friends, and adversity tries them.—Publius
Syrius.
If actions were as active as thinking there would be so much
more done.
When the heart is cleansed from sin the eye is cleansed from
film.—D. Steele.
Too many prayers fail to reach God, because they are not
addressed to God, but to the audience.—A. Brubaker.
If you want to beat the devil, you must fight him in the
cradle.—Gipsy Smith.
Christ is the groom, the church is the bride, is a tobacco
polluted church a fit bride for our Lord?—L. H. Higley.
Wrath is anger with the lid off.—Gipsy Smith.
Its an awful hard thing to get real sheeps clothing on a
wolf.—B. B. King.
Some people want to be the head, who are not fit to be the
tail.—C. Shirk.
Hot saints are sure to make lukewarm folks mad.—Gipsy
Smith.
Patience has a fire department to extinguish the fires of wrath,
malice, and envy.—C. H. Pridgeon.
It is a serious thing to misrepresent the cause of Christ by
our lives.—J. L. Stouffer.
—Selected by A. B. W.
WE MUST GO THE DEATH ROUTE OF SELF BEFORE GOD'S
APPROVAL IS ON US.
Jesus said of himself, "If the son therefore shall make you
free, ye shall be free indeed." St. John 8:36.
The wonderful love of Jesus is flooding my soul this morning
and I must tell you how it happened.
I thought I was alright because I knew the Lord had saved me
and so wonderfully healed my eyes. I thought I was sanctified by
the Holy Ghost and would feel free- when I was in good meetings
and when others did have it, but when I was alone it could not be
kept neither could I have fellowship with Christ that I knew
others had.
When I testified I would ask the Lord to direct what I would
say, and to tell how the Lord was able to keep his sanctified
children free from sin and self.
When others would testify how the Lord showed them their
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lost condition, and that they were made willing to die out to self
before the Lord was able to fill them, and now how free they were.
I thought it was satan who was telling me that I did not have that
same experience and would refuse to listen to it but, do you know
dear ones, I did not know the voice that was talking to me.
Once, when I was in Des Moines I went to Dallas Center,
Iowa, to a revival meeting, it seemed that the spirit was hindered in
some way. So one morning as I went to prayer I wanted the Lord
to show me if it was something I did or did not do that would have
caused it. As I closed my eyes I saw a vision of the gate of heaven, an angel was standing on each side of the opened gate and
they had no wings; I thought this was strange because I had
thought angels had wings. I was standing on the third step from
the gate. Yes, by this vision I felt sure I was right before God
because I was willing to do or be what ever pleased the Lord.
I came to Grantham orphanage in December, 1922 and the Lord
has surely blessed me in His service, but, when I would go to revival
meetings I would hear that voice again. As, I listened to definite
messages on the filling of the Spirit, it seemed as if some one had
told the preacher I was not free, altho I testified. I could not stand
it much longer, I still thought it was satan. 'jl did want more of
Christ's spirit. I thought we could get to the place where satan
would not come so hard. I am glad Jesus kept after me. I t was
the Lord's leading that I am here at the Altoona Mission for my
vacation. Last Sunday night I came out to the altar for healing
but, we could not get any where, so as I was staying with them
we waited till Monday night. It was about 8:30 when we went to
the upper room on the third floor. We prayed for healing for my
body, (also this spring at Bible Conference I was anointed for
healing) Altho I felt( the Lord was going to heal me. I had my
back support off, had it off for about five months and then I got
another one. After I had it on awhile I wondered if I did right.
I then opened the Bible to these words. "Stand still and see the
salvation of the Lord." I did not know which the Lord wanted me
to1 do, so I kept it on. When these dear people laid hands on me
they could feel the power present them, but it did not touch me.
I went and took my back support off again but, that was not
enough. I was asked if I knew I had died out to self. I thought
I had but, still I did not know.
So we prayed again. I prayed for the Lord to help me or 1
would perish. They prayed for the Lord to kill me out. I fought
death for a long time before I gave up, because I did claim it.
After I was willing to give up and there was no hope in myself,
the dear Lord was able to talk to me. I saw the pride in my heart
and the Spirit revealed how he would have me dress. When I
said yes to these and anything else the Lord would ask the joy
came. Oh! dear readers it was wonderful. Heaven surely broke
open and gave m3 such a wonderful blessing. I could not hold it
all. My soul was filled1 with glory. I cannot tell you, but it was
blessed. Oh! glory! glory! to Jesus and praise his name.
Then I was ready for God to heal me, and as we prayed the
power was surely felt in all of us. I could feel my Great Physician
at work. Thru pain and joy I let him have control. My spine was
healed, also the rheumatism, and the hearing of one of my ears
which have been deaf for some time.
We had good times with the Lord all week. Oh! how satan
would come, but I am glad he had to flee because I feel the Lord's
will is going to be done. I want my life to tell for Jesus. When I
see dear souls going down in sin and pride, I have a burden for
• the lost of earth.
Pray for me dear Christians that God's way will always be
lived out in me.
Yours to win souls for King Jesus,
SISTER LELA PIERCE,
Grantham, Pa., Orphanage
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TREASURERS REPORT OF THE BENEFICIARY BOARD.
From April 15th, 1924 to September 12.
D. R. EYSTER, Treasurer
Receipts
Balance on hand
Rapho Disk, Pa
Merrill, Mich., Ch
Adda Engle, Abilene, Kans.
Hiland Dist, Miami Co., Ohio
New Guilford Dist., Franklin Co., Pa
Grantham Dist., Pa
Rosebank Sunday School, Kansas
Bro. Higgins, Des Moines, Iowa
A Brother, Elizabethtown, Pa
Dayton Dis., Ohio
Marta Peases
Union Grove Cong., Ind.
A. J. Snively, Hope, Kans
Mrs. J. Lyons, Elsie, Mich.
Union Church, Garrett, Ind
Lycens Valley, Dist., Pa
Blake Weaver, Montrick, Ont
C. M. Engle, Hummelstown, Pa
Bert Staffer, Point Richmond, Ont
Mooretown Mission, Mich
A Sister, Elizabethtown, Pa
Sarah Climenhaga, Stevensville, Ont
Bert Shirk, Stevensville, Ont
Bertie Church, Stevensville, Ont
Hummelstown Church, Pa
Lizzie Lenhart, Abilene, Kans
•
J. H. Stump, New Paris, Ind
J. M. Eshelman, Sedgwick, Kans
Conference Offering, Cash
Abilene Church, Kansas
Elizabethtown, Pa., S. S
Juniata-Mifflin Dist., Pa
Mrs. D. H. Bert, Abilene, Kans
Zion Church, Kansas Harvest Meeting
D. M. Books, Cleona, Pa.
W. C. Deemy, Dallas Center, Iowa
Susie Rayers, Dallas Center, Iowa
Donegal Dist., Pa

,

:

Total
Expenditures
Balance on hand September 12, 1924

$1,560.51
133.50
20.00
5.00
52.50
10.00
5.00
30.36
1.00
60.00
67.50
1.00
88.21
7.00
5.00
25.30
74.25
3.50
5.00
6.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
58.50
39.62
3.00
5.00
10.00
238.41
50.00
33.07
30.50
5.00
159.08
10.00
35.00
5.00
63.75
$2,974.56
$ 754.75
$2,219.81

GOD'S EYE EVER OPEN
There is rest for the believer in the assurance that
the sleepless eye of the heavenly Father keeps watch over
him. The sentinel figure was in the Psalmist's mind when
he penned the lines concerning the Guardian of Israel who
never sleeps. Everybody is familiar with the work of
the sentry who watches the camp, night and day, that no
enemy may approach. The regiment and army give no
thought to their own safety; they sleep in peace, because
of the vigilance of the guards who are ever on post. So
the peace of God sentinels the heart of the Christian. He
should be free from care and fear, because of the unsleeping Watcher. That God cares is the greatest remedy for
man's cares.—Herald and Presbyter.
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WHEN TOBACCO CONDEMNS ITSELF.

AN UNSUSPECTED OPPORTUNITY

One person working steadily for one hundred years
could not count enough silver dollars to pay America's tobacco bill for one year.
The new slogan of the Anglo-American Tobacco
Company is: "A cigarette in the mouth of every man,
woman, and child in China."
The Indians used to poison their arrows by dipping
them into nicotine, thereby causing convulsions and often
death from arrow wounds.
During nine years' study of students at Yale it was
found that the lung capacity of non-smokers developed 77
per cent, more than that of smokers.
Statistics give the ratio of the numbers of smoking
students have poor memory to those who do not smoke as
38 to 1; lack of will-power, 32 to 1.
The results of tryouts for football squads in a number
of American colleges, selected at random, showed 33 per
cent, of tobacco users and 66 per cent, non-users.
In the classification of Yale students by grades, tobacco was used by 25 per cent, of the class having the
highest grades, 48 per cent, of the second, 70 per pent, of
the third, and 85 per cent, of the fourth.

The minister had waited a full hour or more in the
little country cemetery, and he was wet and cold when he
stepped down from his buggy to offer a simple prayer at
the grave. The doors of two of the carriages were opened
during the prayer, but none of the occupants got out in
the driving rain. It was a dreary unfeeling burial, the
minister mused, as he drove slowly homeward over the
three miles of miry road, and a trace of bitterness crept
into his heart. Nobody had spoken to him. Nobody had
thanked him for losing a half day from his books and parish duties. Nobody had shown any grief for the dead or
any courtesy to the living, says a writer in the Youth's
Companion.
Six years passed and the minister had quite forgotten the incident, when a letter came to him from a college student in Ohio, whose name, even the minister
had never heard.
As a boy of sixteen, the young man had attended the
funeral of a great-aunt at L. He told how greatly the
dark leaden sky, the driving rain on the carriage windows, and the jolting of the slowly moving vehicle had depressed him. Morever, under their heavy mourning
veils, the relatives had discussed the probable disposition
of aunt Lurena's property, and the sordidness of it all
had affected the boy's sensitive nature like a blow.
"Ours had never been a religious family," the letter
went on, "and this was my first contact with the serious
side of life. I don't think I heard a dozen words of the
prayer, but for days I could see you just as you stood
there bareheaded in the pouring rain. I supposed at first
that you were paid for the service, and when I learned
from a light remark on the way back that you weren't,
I wondered why you came. I couldn't understand why a
man should do what brought him neither pleasure nor
profit—why he should do it for strangers, at all events.
"By degrees, I came to see that the kind of life I
was most familiar with went to pieces when fortune or
death came. Father was always nervous and restless
for days after any of the men in his business circle died,
and then I'd think of you, standing so calm and quiet out
there in the rain, praying, not because you were paid for
doing it, but because you believed in prayer. That seemed to point to something higher, and I began reading the
New Testament to find the next step.

Winston-Salem, a North Carolina city of about fifteen thousand, has a daily shipment of $150,000 worth of
tobacco products.—Selected.
"Every man that striveth for the mastery is temperate in all things." I Cor. 9:25.
One asked how sin could originate in a holy world
and answered by the unlawful use of legitimate things.
It is well for the wholly sanctified man to ponder this. He,
like Paul, who professed and possessed the fulness of
blessing, must keep his body under. Many get the idea
that all temptations of the sanctified come upon high
ethical lines, but such misapprehension will expose the
soul to frontal attack. God leaves to the holiest the natural, legitimate desires and appetites of the body, and
over these the holy soul must maintain absolute control
and direction even at the cost of severe strife. I am not
discussing the stirrings of carnal lust, but of the maintenance of absolute control of the physical, and this can be
held only by rigid temperance in all that pertains to the
body. And the insistence upon such temperance is as
much a part of the wholly sanctified life as the maintenance of the prayer life. To watch, to fight, to pray—thus
will we insure self-mastery. No man who guarded the
gates of the very beginnings of suggestive look, unholy
thought, improper familiarity ever went crashing down
in sin to the astonishment of his friends and the bewilderment of himself. The body consistently kept under
never carries away the soul to the wreckage of the castaway.—Free Methodist.
Take care of your character, and your reputation will
take care of itself.—Selected.

"Father was very angry when I joined the church
and decided to study for the ministry. He had other
plans for me, but I couldn't see my duty anywhere except in the church, and so I'm here, working my way
through college. I've written this to tell you where the
good impulse started, a place where you might think
there was the least chance of exerting any influence at
all."
.
—Selected.
You can't ride, at the same time, two horses going in
opposite direction. Your practice and your profession
must go the same way.
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ONLY TWO CLASSES

ON THAT BEAUTIFUL SHORE

There were two classes in the day of Noah's flood,
those who were inside the ark, and those who were outside ; two in the parable of the Gospel-net, the good fish
and the bad; two in the parable of the ten virgins, the
wise and the foolish; two in the account of the judgment
day, the sheep and the goats; two sides of the throne,
the right hand and the left; two, only two abodes, when
the last sentence is passed, only heaven and hell.—The
Traveller's Guide.

There's a home for the blest on that beautiful shore,
Where our trials and cares all shall cease.
Sorrow never shall enter that blissful abode
Ever there shall abide perfect peace.

REAL PRAYING
I was in San Francisco a few years ago, talking with
an old gentleman, and he gave me this incident. I don't
deal in fancy incidents when I am talking to an audience.
I deal in incidents which I can vouch. This old man
said to me:
"My friend, men don't pray often. They say prayers
frequently, but seldom they pary." He said: "I prayed
once when in a ship. It was at an early day before the
steamers plowed the ocean, and we had to depend on wind
and sails. We were becalmed out in mid-ocean, and we
could not move, and we had been in that condition until
all our fresh water supply had 'been exhausted and people were dying for water. Ten thousand dollars for a
pint of fresh water, and it could not be had. At last the
old ship captain called for prayer on that ship." He said:
"We met at ten o'clock in the morning and held a prayer
meeting. At two o'clock he called for prayer again, and
the prayer meeting had almost doubled just from ten
o'clock till two. At five o'clock he made another call for
prayers." Said he, "My friend, there was not a soul on
that ship who could leave his post that was not in that
prayer meeting. And I was among the number. On our
knees, under a profound sense of our helplessness, we
prayed—one time we really prayed—and, strange to say,
while we were praying a brisk wind set in and continued
for two days and nights, until we were into port."
The reason, my friends, that our prayers are not
more frequently answered is because we merely say prayers. We do not pray.—Selected.
A TOUCHING INCIDENT
"Fanny Crosby, the blind song writer, was at the
McCauley mission. She asked if there was a boy there
who had no mother, and if he would come up and let her
lay her hand on his head. A motherless little bum came
up and she put her arms about him and kissed him. They
parted. She went from the meeting and wrote that soulinspiring song: 'Rescue the Perishing' and when Mr. Sankey was about to sing the song in St. Louis he related the
incident, a man sprang to his feet in the audience and
said: T am the boy she kissed that might. I never was
able to get away from the impression made by that
touching act, until I became a Christian. I am now living
in this city with my family, am a Christian, and am doing a good business.' "—Gospel Banner.

There will be no more parting from those that we love,
No more sighing or shedding of tears,
For no discord shall rufflle that peaceful repose
Which flows through eternity's years.
0 we soon shall be called to that beautiful land,
There to dwell with the just evermore
There to join in sweet songs with the friends that we loved
Safe at home on that beautiful shore.
Chorus
On that beautiful shore where the bright angels stay
All our sorrow and pain will be o'er
0 we long to go home to that beautiful land
There to rest, sweetly rest, evermore.
—Author unknown.
Selected by W. R. Smith, Pryor, Okla.

THROWING OUT THE SAND
Balloons, when they >want to rise higher, throw out
some sand ballast. Why so may people are earthlyminded and1 have so little of the spirit of heaven, is that
they have too much ballast in the shape of love for earthly joys and gains; and what you want is to throw out
some of the sand, and you will rise higher.—Moody.
IMPORTANT
Reservation has been made for the sailing of Sister
Ruth Byer from New York on the 10th day of November
next, for her return to the India Mission field.
Friends of the mission cause, who desire to contribute goods for the general use of the missions, or special gifts for the benefit of some of the missionaries, shall
see to it that everything is forwarded to the Messiah
Rescue Home, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa., not later
than the fifteenth day of October, so that ample time for
packing and shipping may be had.
Also read carefully the following, which appears in
General Conference Minutes of 1923, Page 54, Section 4:
Resolved, That the Board hold itself responsible for
transportation charges to the extent of six hundred
pounds (600 lbs.) including tare, as the personal effects
of each missionary.
Goods donated for the general use of the mission stations, or for individuals on the field, should be supplemented by sufficient money to take care of transportation, at the rate of ten cents per pound. This money
should be forwarded to the treasurer of the Board.
All special cases can be arranged for by communication with the Secretary of the Board.
THE FOREIGN MISSION BOARD.
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THE TONGUE
"A wholesome tongue is a tree of life." Prov. 15:4.
God says life and death are in the power of the tongue.
Prov. 18:21. Wholesome means whole, healthy, well. The
tongue of the natural man is wrong—perverted by the
fall—unwholesome. God says when you get your tongue
CHANGED to a wholesome tongue—a tongue that speaks
right things all the time, and never speaks the wrong
things, it is then a wholesome tongue and will bring you
life. God says if you SEEM to be religious, that means
if your life in other respects seems to be for God and
obedient to His word, and your life SEEMS to be a Godly
life and you fail to BRIDLE your tongue—God says all
your religion is vain—useless, will not profit you anything.
The using of your tongue wrong has death in it and
it will make of no value to you all other good things you
do. A bridle is to make a thing go right and stop it before it goes too far. To bridle your tongue is to compel
it to never say any wrong things, and make it say the
things that pleases God all the time. God says, let
your words be FEW. The bridle is to stop your tongue
before it says MUCH, even of good things.
God says in the multitude of words there wanteth
not sin. He does not say what kind of words, but he
means any kind, all kinds—if you talk much God says
you sin every time. He tells us to study to be quiet;—
that means before you say anything, study to see if
what you are going to say would bring glory to God. God
says we are to do EVERYTHING to glorify Him—that
includes talking. How sad to live a good life in other respects and get no benefit from it because we do not control our tongue according to these commands of God.
When we obey all these our tongue is wholesome and
God says it is a tree of life and will bring the abundant
life to us in spirit, soul, and body that Jesus said He came
to bring. Many saints have sickness because they do not
bridle their tongues as God has commanded. God says
speak evil of no one, it does not make any difference if
the evil we speak is true, God says we are not to speak it.
All things in God's sight are either good or evil. If what
we speak about anybody is not really good ,in God's sight
it is really evil—there is no middle ground. For our
tongue to be wholesome we must never speak anything
of anybody that is not positively good. In I Cor. 13th
chapter, "charity beareth all things" should be translated, and is in some versions, "covereth all things with silence." The tongue must not speak anything that is not
good. God says we must not be a tale bearer. He does
not say a bearer of false tales, but we are not to bear
tales at all. No kind of tales brings glory to God; and
our tongue is to speak only that which brings glory to
God.
God says we are not to speak idle words —that
means words that would not 'bring glory to Him or benefit to some person. God says a fool is known by the
multitude of his words. When we talk a great deal God
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says we prove that we are a fool, because we are disobeying Him by not making our words few and, not putting a bridle on our tongue and stopping it. It is a sad
thing to be a fool in God's eyes. Let us put the bridle
on and stop the tongue.
Jesus said, I have given you an example, that as I
have done ye should do1 also. He did not talk back when
He was falsely accused, misrepresented, and accused of
things contrary to Him. He did not explain, He did not
deny, He did not correct or straighten out. He did not
try to prove He was not guilty. "He opened not His
mouth." We are to do the same. Godl says murmur not.
If we speak a murmuring word against even the most
trying, hurtful things our tongue is not wholesome. God
says we are not to judge, criticize, condemn or find fault.
If we do any of these things our tongue is not bridled and
God says our religion is useless. "Death and life are in
the power of the tongue." If we will examine ourselves
HONESTLY by these things God has commanded, we will
see why we have so much sickness, disease and weakness,
all of which are death begun, and show an absence of the
abundant life Jesus came to bring. The remedy is to put
the bridle on our tongue.
God sayte-lno man can tame the tongue, Jbut if we set
our WILLS with a determination to obey God in all
these things concerning our tongue, God will put His
mighty power back of our will and enable us to do it. "I
can do ALL things through Christ who strengtheneth
me." How sad to spend all our lives trying to serve God
and when we meet Jesus have Him say to us, all your
attempts to serve God have been useless because you did
not govern your tongue according to God's word. Jesus
says that in the day of judgment many people will come
to Him believing they are all right and He says they will
tell Him of the wonderful good works they have done,
but He says He will say to them, you are workers of
iniquity, depart into hell.
Perhaps in most cases the iniquity He says they have
done was that they let the tongue fail to obey God in
these things He has commanded; because He says the
tongue is a world of iniquity when used wrongly and
is set om fire of hell and defileth the whole body—makes
it unclean and unholy. James 3:6.
It will then be too late to remedy it but we can
remedy it now, if we will watch our tongue and keep
the bridle on it all the time. God says let your compensation be in heaven.
C. NUZUM.
I heard a man say recently that tobacco made him a
liar; he told his mother when he began using it that
he did not. It made him a beggar; he never asked for
bread from his neighbors but he did say to them, "Give
me a chew." It made him a thief because he took from
his family necessary things that he might indulge his
unclean habit. In the beginning he took tobacco from
his father without leave and told the store keeper he was
buying tobacco for his father when it was for himself.
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ANNOUNCING THE 1925

Scripture Text Calendar
The 1925 Scripture Text Calendar is truly a masterpiece
of the Printer's Art. Millions of these helpful calendars
are sold annually and can be found in the four quarters
of the globe. In fact, the Scripture Text Calendar has
almost become an institution and looked for eagerly by
millions throughout these lands. We sincerely believe the
1925 Scripture Text Calendar is a most worthy successor
to all previous editions and predict a great sale for it. A
careful perusal of this announcement will surely prove
profitable and interesting to you.

Dear Reader:
For the past few months you have noticed the
advertisement calling your attention to the Book
on Bible Doctrine written by the late Eld. H. L.~
Smith. We have not yet sold all of these books
and we believe they ought to be sold NOW—We
are coming to you with one of Paul's "I beseech
you brethren" to buy, one or more of these books
even if you have one, buy one for a son or daughter, or neighbor. We have about 300 copies left
of the book as yet and for "his sake" and the sake
of those left behind we appeal to you. Do it now.
Remember a beautiful folder free with each book
purchased—

EVERY HOME NEEDS—EVERY HOME BUYS
—EVERYBODY PLEASED
The scripture Textl Calendar has been prepared with such
care and contains such a fund of Scriptural information
that it is more than a convenience—it is a real necessity in
every home. The influence it has on the young in teaching great truths and inculcating the right view of life
should appeal to every parent to have one in the home. It
teaches morality and good citizenship and the lessons thus
learned will follow through life.
SPECIAL FEATURES ALONE WORTH LOW PRICE
OF CALENDAR
By referring to the Scripture Text Calendar you can immediately tell what the Sunday School Lesson will be for
any Sunday in 1925. A standard time table makes it
possible for you to tell the exact time in various parts of
the world at an" given hour.

Size of Calendar 9'4 x 16 inches
THE CALENDAR WITH THE BIG FIGURES
Now is the Time to Place Your Order
The retail price is 30 cents each.
Terms cash with order to individuals.
Calendars are not returnable.
Agents wanted. Samples mailed to prospective agents for
25 cents. No free samples.

Don't forget that every cent received above the
cost of printing and' carriage charges will be sent
to Sr. Smith.
Single Copies, postpaid
2 or more Copies, postpaid
5 or more Copies, postpaid
10 or more Copies (not prepaid

each
each
each

$2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25

MAY WE COUNT ON YOU?

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE

Nappanee, Indiana

Nappanee, Indiana

